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Month Overview : 

In this unit, students were introduced to the history of printmaking and
new ways to integrate printmaking in art. They covered a variety of
skills, such as linoleum and collagraph. They also learned how to plan for
a cohesive process studying negative and positive sketches, carving the
linoleum plates, preparing foam printing plates and inking and printing.

Activities and Tasks Overview:

During formative sessions upon learning and researching about
printmaking styles, the students worked on different sketching ideas,
focusing on the negative and positive space of the composition. Several
attempts and experimentations were done before the formative sketch
was transformed onto the plates and printed. Students then judged the
positive and negative outcomes developing a good sense of evaluation
and worked on enhancing them during the final process journal. Mind
Maps and mood boards were done in preparation of the final product of
the unit. 
 
Assessment Overview:

All four criteria were covered during this unit. All Formative assessments
with the final idea was developed during the final phase of this unit.
Research and sketching and carving techniques were all indicated in the
summative process journal.











Month Overview :

Our second unit of the second term talks about the art of duo-Drama and
the one man show performance also on how to create an influential
monologue as we stay connected with the previous unit (production
elements).



Activities and Tasks Overview:

Students started to research Duo-drama and develop their own
monologues to perform and how to create a one man show using acting
skills, writing monologue techniques and production elements they will
also take the ethics of individual auditions and how to be fully prepared
for an audition.

Assessment Overview :

Students had their formative assessments where they worked in small
groups and individually on research and auditioning. They also took their
final summative assessment about one man show and director’s journal
on how to make a plan for a performed script. 







Month Overview :

Students explored human rights and duties. 



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 3) :
 
Students had many videos, texts, pictures and links that we watched,
read together, took notes and reflected on them about human rights.
They got to know the 30 articles that were established by the human
rights organisation. They explored students’ rights and duties. They
searched for information about “Nelson Mandela”. They defined
“racisme” and discovered famous people who fought racism. They
discovered some countries where it’s preferable to live. They discovered
the sustainable development goals of the United Nations and made
posters about these objectives. They did their reflection on “Padlet”. All
the resources are uploaded on both Managebac and Google Classroom.

Assessment Overview (Phase 3) :

Summative assessment was done on the 3rd of June in Criteria A
“Listening” and B “Reading” .

Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 2) :  

Learners shared what they know about their rights and duties in their
communities. Then, they watched a video about how it all started and
how most of the countries signed the Human Rights Treaty. After that,
learners discovered their rights and duties as students and read the 30
articles that were established by the human rights organisation. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 2) : 
 
Summative assessment was done on the 3rd of June in Criteria A
“Listening” and B “Reading” .



Activities and Tasks Overview (Phase 1) : 

 Learners continued with the same subject about schools. They learned
all the school supplies that they would use in class. They talked about
their school bag and what they have in it. They expressed talking about it
orally in class and in written form as well. 

Assessment Overview (Phase 1) : 

Summative assessment was done on the 3rd of June in Criteria A
“Listening” and C “Speaking” .





Research Skills (Media literacy) →
Locate, organize, analyse, evaluate,
synthesise and ethically use
information from a variety of sources
and media (including digital social
media and online networks)
Thinking Skills (Critical thinking) →
Analysing and evaluating issues and
ideas/ Gather and organize relevant
information to formulate an
argument/ Interpret data/ Evaluate
evidence and arguments/ Revise
understanding based on new
information and evidence/ Use
models and simulations to explore
complex systems and issues
Thinking Skills (Transfer) → Utilizing
skills and knowledge in multiple
contexts/ Inquire in different
contexts to gain a different
perspective

1.





Month Overview :

This unit, focused on the relationships between quantities, including
different world systems, and the approximation that might happen
according to percentage errors. Students were introduced to several
global systems of currencies or units of measurements to solve some
problems for the global contexts of diversity and interconnection.



Activities and Tasks Overview:

We started this unit with the concept of converting between currencies
and how to find the commission taken by banks. Students learned
different currencies and how to convert between them using a given
exchange rate, they were able to choose between sell or buy exchange
rates. During solving problems, they accessed some information to make
reasonable solutions. Then, we started the second part of the unit which
covers the meaning of the absolute value and the rules related to it.
Students explored the rules through some investigations done during the
lessons where they practiced their thinking skills. They also learned
about relative error and percentage error to manage some of the word
problems. At the end, students had a revision on different global systems
of measurement. They could convert between several units that are
related to length, area, volume and time and also convert combined
units as the unit for speed from km/h to m/s.

Assessment Overview 

Students practiced different forms of formative assessments in Criteria A
(Knowing and Understanding) and B (Investigating Patterns) during
classes. They had a Criterion A (Knowing and Understanding) summative
assessment. 



Month Overview : 

This month we continued our unit about fitness and a healthy lifestyle.
Students learned what the food components are and the fitness elements.
They learned that the choices of relationships we make may lead to the
refinement of our healthy bodies.

Activities and Tasks Overview : 

We focused on the fitness elements and students learned about food
components. Students watched a video on food components and what the
benefits of vitamins and water are. Then, they started working on
powerpoint slides talking about food components.

Assessment Overview : 

Summative Assessment Criterion A: Students were asked to make a
PowerPoint presentation about Food components and fitness elements by
designing a fitness program for their clients. 







Month Overview :

This unit highlights how modern and developed economies have become
dependent on electricity. Students will learn that most of the world’s
energy is produced by burning fossil fuels. Students will also learn two
consequences for burning fossil fuels; fossil fuels are a non-renewable
energy which can be exhausted, fossil fuels emit greenhouse gasses
which scientists agree causes climate change.





Month overview : 

In this unit, we are learning how batteries are made as well as the
importance of different redox reactions around us. As the availability of
fossil fuels decreases, we imagine a future where transport is based on
electric cars. Research is being carried out to produce batteries that will
provide sufficient power while allowing significant distances to be
travelled between recharging. We are investigating how metals are
extracted from their ores.





Personal Project Overview :

During the month we went through different models and ways on how to
introduce the product and how to create a successful criteria and
checklists. We also went through different samples of other students'
work to help students more. One-on-one meetings were held to discuss
the progress of students where tips and recommendations were given.
Separate meetings will be held for the new students to help them
understand the planning and the assessment process of the personal
project. A workshop for both supervisors and students will be held
during the month to introduce the students to their supervisors and to
ensure that both the supervisors and students are aware of their roles
and responsibilities. The final time table and deadlines will be shared
with students and supervisors.




